Faith, Love and Werewolves (Harvest Moon Bonding Company Book 1)

Faith MacLeroy survived one of the lower
rungs of Hell, only to have happily ever
after fall apart slowly and painfully after
the nightmare ended. When a rogue
werewolf begins attacking the innocent
human citizens of Prophet City, Faith
assumes its just the latest headache to land
on her desk. The Harvest Moon pack has
been charged with enforcing werewolf law
and, as the second-in-command of the
pack, Faith knows shes responsible for
helping hunt down and execute the wolf
responsible for the pointless loss of life.
She isnt expecting to fall for one of the
newly turned wolves, or that the rogue
responsible for so many deaths has been
playing a long and dangerous game with
the lives people she loves. Now the
mistakes of Faiths past are colliding with
her hopes for the future and, while she
would gladly sacrifice herself for the
greater good, its not sacrifice that the
enemy wants from her.
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